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Introduction
Linear regression is a statistical technique used to observe trends, determine correlation, and predict future obser-vations. The underlying principle of this technique is called the least-squared, which is the process of minimizingthe distance between the predicted value of an observation and the actual value of that observation. This documentprovides a step-by-step guide for creating a multivariate linear regression model using Excel.
Directions

1 Download this baseball data set in Excel format from: http://bit.ly/11LLdLD
2 You’ll see six variables in the opened Excel file.

X1 batting average
X2 runs scored/times at bat
X3 doubles/times at bat
X4 triples/times at bat
X5 home runs/times at bat
X6 strike outs/times at bat

3 If Analysis ToolPak add-in is disabled in Excel (2007), you’ll need to activate it by following these steps:
(a) Click the office button to open the menu options(b) Click on Excel options(c) Click on Add-Ins(d) Under Manage, select Excel Add-ins and hit Go(e) If unchecked, check Analysis ToolPak and hit OK

4 By giving names to ranges we can minimize errors and analysis would be easier. Let’s give names to ourranges by following these steps.(a) Select range A2 to E29(b) In the name box (in the left top corner by the formula bar), type IndependentTraining.
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(c) Select range F2 to F29(d) In the name box, type DependentTraining(e) Select range A30 to E46(f) In the name box type IndependentTest(g) Select range F30 to F46(h) In the name box, type DependentTest(i) Select range A2 to E46(j) In the name box, type IndependentAll

5 From the top menu, under Data, click on Data Analysis

6 From the Data Analysis options, select Regression and hit OK
7 In the Regression options box, type DependentTraining in the Input Y Range: input box and type Inde-

pendentTraining in the Input X Range: input box. Keep all the other default selections, including NewWorksheet Ply option as shown in this image and hit OK
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8 In the newly generated sheet, you’ll see various regression statistics. The first few in this list are Multiple
R and R Square, which are measures of fit i.e. how well the regression model can explain the independentvariable given all the dependent variables and observations. For more information watch this video by KhanAcademy: http://youtu.be/lng4ZgConCM. Usually, an R2 value close to 1 denotes that the regressionmodel fits the given data very well and similarly, a value close to 0 denotes that the regression model doesn’tfit the given data very well. In this example, on the training data set, we obtained an R2 of 0.53 which tellsus that the regression model fits the data, but doesn’t explain all the variability.

9 Some other things of interest on this sheet are the coefficients of the input or dependent variables. Thesecoefficients, along with the intercept, give us the regression line equation, which in this example is:
X̂6 = 0.302 − 1.062 ∗ X1 − 0.08 ∗ X2 + 2.086 ∗ X3 − 0.76 ∗ X4 + 0.771 ∗ X5

10 Using this equation, we can now predict the value of X6, our dependent variable, which in statistical termsis noted as X̂6. For example, row number 1 has these values: X1 = 0.283; X2 = 0.144; X3 = 0.049; X4 =0.012; X5 = 0.013. Let’s plug these numbers in our equation:
X̂6 = 0.302 − 1.062 × 0.283 − 0.08 × 0.144 + 2.086 × 0.049 − 0.76 × 0.012 + 0.771 × 0.013
X̂6 = 0.093The predicted X6 value of 0.093 is actually pretty close to the actual X6 value of 0.086.

11 Let’s predict all the values now. We can do it two ways:
• By typing the above equation in a cell and dragging the formula down:(a) In the data sheet, in cell G1 type: PredictedX6Method1(b) In cell G2, enter this formula:

=0.302 -1.062*A2 -0.08*B2 +2.086*C2 -0.76*D2 +0.771*E2
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(c) To drag this formula all the way down, click on cell G2, hover your mouse on the right-bottomcorner until you see a thick plus sign, then double-click. This will predict values for X6 for all rows.
• By using the TREND function:(a) In cell H1 type: PredictedX6Method2(b) Select range H2 to H46(c) Hit F2 key on your keyboard to enter this formula by hitting Ctrl, Shift and Enter at the same timein cell H2

=TREND(DependentTraining,IndependentTraining,IndependentAll)Since this is an array function, it must be entered by Ctrl, Shift, and Enter keys
12 It is very important to test the model on the hold-out set or the test set. We had saved rows 30 to 46 fortesting and we have predictions for those observations as well.(a) Select range F30 to G46(b) From the main menu toolbar, click on Insert and then Scatter plot and select the first scatter plot typefrom the grid.(c) If the predictions are very close to the actual values, we should see all the points on a 45◦ angle line.To test this, right-click on the plot and click on Add Trendline(d) In the Format Trendline options box, accept all the default values and hit Close. You’ll see a straightline passing through all the data points. If the predictions were close, the trendline will start where xand y axes meet and will be in a 45◦ angle.

(e) In this example, the line has a slope that may look like a 45◦ angle, but has an intercept of 0.05, meaningthe line does not begin at 0. Therefore, we can conclude that the predictions are somewhat close to theactual observations, but they are hardly accurate.
Notes
This tutorial, of course, doesn’t go in all the details of linear regression, all the output in Excel, and other statisticsprinciples – this is an introduction to this topic – users who want to get started with linear regression in Excel willfind this document useful. There are quite a few resources available online and in print form that provide detailedknowledge on this topic. These following are very good starting points:
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• Notes from Guy Lebanon, a professor at Gerogia Tech university: http://www.cc.gatech.edu/~lebanon/
notes/linReg.pdf

• Notes from Hongwei Zhang, a professor at Wayne State university: http://bit.ly/WiRlaG
• Notes from Sharyn O’Halloran, a professor at Columbia university: http://www.columbia.edu/~so33/

SusDev/Lecture2.pdf
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